"Bring me a priest, for I do not want to die like a dog." Thus spoke Napoleon as he felt death's hand clutching him. He was referring to the Sacrament of Consolation instituted by the greatest of all Psychologists--Jesus Christ. "Because there is somewhat of an affinity (not an identity) between the modern practice of clinical confession (psychoanalysis) and Sacramental Confession (the actual forgiveness of sin), we pass on to you these thoughts contained in an excellent article in the Catholic Digest by Elizabeth Driscoll.

Psychoanalysis is treating a patient suffering from neuroses, or mental conflicts, by having him talk out his troubles with a person trained to interpret them and discover the underlying motives for behavior. The patient digs down into his subconscious mind and finds—what? Usually nothing more than the 7 Capital Sins.

later their descendants had to find a substitute or lose their sanity.

Prayers: (deceased): Geo. Cox: mother of Geo. Foxen, '34; friend of Bob Sanford (OC); 2 friends of Bob Flick (Cav); Ill: mother of Otto Reiner (Ill); Justice Schweichert; Mrs. Fitzgerald: aunt of Joe Dembrocky (Cav); Bessie Livergood (’25); grandmother of Fred Penicki (Cav). Special intentions: 5.

Eucharistic Holy Hour at School Field, Sunday: 2:30; Allied Holy Name Societies, Sponsors